Pro Grind ™ Portable Magnetic Grinding Table
Simplify Parts Grinding and Improve Productivity

Introducing a revolutionary advance in grinding Raising Productivity on Every Job
tables that delivers greater versatility, safety
Located on top of the Pro Grind table are three surface
magnets, which hold parts securely in place. This allows
and performance. Available exclusively from
users to grind, buff or power wire brush parts without having
Praxair, the Pro Grind portable magnetic
to rely on clamps or hold the part by hand. As a result, the
grinding table can be used on any steel surface Pro Grind portable magnetic grinding table helps increase
without clamps or bolts to hold it in place.
productivity on every job while ensuring cleaner parts.
Transportable and practical, it is easily removed
from any steel surface by a handgrip located
underneath the unit, which also doubles as a
handle for carrying the Pro Grind table.

Part Number: MFHPG1016Y

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Efficient

 Use on any steel surface without clamps or bolts to hold it in place
 Reduces grinding time by securely holding parts in place

Portable


Compact yet strong, this 10" x 16" magnetic table is easily transported to various work areas
 Convenient carrying handle

Safer

 Greater operator safety by having both hands on the grinder
 No obstructions from clamps

Versatile

 Use two Pro Grind tables to handle larger parts

Easy to clean

 Simply wipe off grinding dust or debris with a brush
 Lid is equipped with a handle for removing small parts from the surface magnets

Turning the Tables on Performance

Take It to Work, Wherever Work Takes You

With no clamps obstructing the part surface, the
Pro Grind portable magnetic grinding table significantly
increases safety and performance by allowing
operators to have both hands on the grinder. The
lid of the Pro Grind table is equipped with a handle,
which is used to remove small parts from the surface
magnets. Larger parts that hang off the side of the
table can be removed by hand.

Designed to be versatile, this portable 10" x 16"
magnetic table is easily moved to where the work
is and is capable of holding small or large parts.
The Pro Grind table can be adapted to hold down
oversized pieces by using two tables. Cleaning
the unit of any grinding dust or debris is as simple
as wiping it off with a brush.

Pro Grind Brings More Advantages to the Table:
■	Reduces grinding time
■ Increases performance and productivity
■ “Take anywhere” portability
■	No obstructions to the part surface
■	Versatile to accommodate a range of part sizes
■	Easy to clean
■	Safer than using clamps
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